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Abstract: The management of global carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions is considered one of the main
environmental problems facing the modern world. One of the potential techniques for CO2 capture
is absorption, using membrane contactor modules. Most of the previous research that dealt with
membrane contactor simulations considered the whole membrane surface as the active reaction
surface. However, in this paper, a more realistic model of the membrane-contactor module is
presented, taking into account the effects of the pore size and surface porosity. CO2 absorption into
the monoethanolamine (MEA) solution in hollow fiber membrane-contactor modules was numerically
investigated. A computational fluid dynamics simulation was established using essential basic fluid
dynamics and mass transfer equations in reactive mode. An algorithmic function was used to present
the relations between the CO2 absorption flux and the hollow fiber length, membrane surface pore
size, and porosity. The simulation results were compared to previously obtained experimental results
without using any fitting parameters, and a good agreement was found with an average error of
8.5%. The validated simulation was then used to predict the effects of the MEA inlet velocity and
concentration, the membrane surface pore size, and porosity on the total CO2 absorption flux. A
maximum absorption flux of about 1.8 mol/m2·s was achieved at an MEA concentration of 4 M with a
pore size of 0.2 microns, a surface porosity of 1%, and an inlet velocity of 0.25 m/s. The extrapolation
technique was then used to predict the values of the absorption flux at longer fiber lengths. The
concentration profiles around the pores at the gas–liquid contact surface of the membrane were
obtained and presented. The proposed model exhibited excellent potential to evaluate the effective
reaction surface in hollow fiber membrane contactors. This model could be considered the first step
to obtaining accurate predictions of the membrane contactor gas absorption performance based on its
surface structure.

Keywords: CO2 absorption; MEA; membrane contactor; CFD; porosity; pore size

1. Introduction

In recent decades, the development of industrial activities has increased greenhouse
gas concentration in the atmosphere, including carbon dioxide (CO2). Increased CO2
emissions are significant contributors to catastrophic environmental changes. Carbon
dioxide gas contributes to around 55% of the observed global warming [1]. This vital
issue sparked interest in CO2 capture [2]. Hollow fiber membrane contactor (HFMC)
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technology is a potential candidate for greenhouse gases (especially CO2) abatement. It
has considerable advantages over conventional CO2 recovery techniques [1,3,4]. In HFMC
modules, the membrane lumen, bulk, and module shell enable direct contact between
gas and liquid phases without the dispersion of one phase into the other. While acid
gases flow on one side of the membrane, filling the membrane bulk structure to reach the
other side, absorbent liquid flows on the other surface of the membrane. Tiny liquid–gas
interfaces are formed in the openings of the pores adjacent to the absorbent liquid. It is a
crucial point in the gas–liquid contacting process to avoid entering absorbent liquid into
the membrane pores. This phenomenon is known as wetting in HFMC, and it sharply and
strongly decreases the module performance [5].

Yan et al. [6] compared the performance of several chemical and physical absorbents
and concluded that chemical absorbents have better performance because of their higher
absorption rate due to their fast reaction with CO2. Several kinds of chemicals were
used to absorb CO2 in the liquid phase, including organic and inorganic bases [7–12].
Among the reported chemical absorbents, different types were used. The amine solutions
exhibited fast reaction rates, resulting in a higher CO2 absorption flux, minor damage to the
membrane structure, and less toxicity and safety issues [7,11]. Monoethanolamine (MEA)
solution was widely used in HFMC processes with considerable reported advantages.
According to previous investigations, MEA exhibited higher CO2 removal performance,
compared to other absorbents, such as sodium hydroxide (NaOH), triethanolamine (TEA),
diethanolamine (DEA), and 2-amino-2-methyl-1-propanol (AMP) [8,10].

CO2 capture techniques were previously investigated, taking into account various
parameters, such as solvent absorption, pressure, and temperature-swing adsorption in the
presence of a variety of solid sorbents, membranes, and cryogenic distillation [13]. Using
MEA as a liquid absorbent showed high potential as a technique for carbon capture. On the
other hand, with the development in the production of ceramic and metallic membranes,
effective membranes could be fabricated with significantly effective separation, compared
to the liquid absorption technique. A study was held to investigate the feasibility of using
membrane-based carbon capture technology compared to the amine-based absorption
technique [14]. The study compared the use of three plants: two of them use amine liquid
absorption, and the third is a membrane-based plant. The latter showed high potential
compared to the other two. A CO2 avoided cost, which is an economic indicator to estimate
the additional cost of processing the carbon capture facility, of 46 USD/tons was established
using a membrane-based plant compared to 58 and 71 USD/tons exhibited by the other
two plants. The merits of membrane-based plants may include compactness, as membranes
may provide 1000 times more interfacial area per unit volume compared to absorption–
adsorption processes [2]. Other advantages are modularity, ease of installation, flexibility,
lower cost with lesser energy consumption, and fewer chemical requirements [15,16].

Kreulen et al. [17,18] established that a very thin layer covers the membrane contactor
surface, and a gas–liquid reaction occurs at this thin film layer at the mouth of the pores. The
thin film gas-absorbed layer theory is dominated by physical absorption, even for very low
porosity membranes. Even in the cases of membranes with very low surface porosity (<3%)
and pore size of 5 nm, when water was used as the absorbent liquid (physical absorption),
the membrane surface pore size and porosity had little to no effect on the gas absorption flux.
Therefore, this assumption was used in most gas–liquid membrane contacting simulations.
Although the membrane surface pore size and porosity effects were very well evaluated
for physical gas absorption by Kreulen et al. [18], no such evaluation was performed
for chemical absorption processes. While the effects of membrane surface pore size and
porosity on the performance of the membranes used in liquid filtration are very well
studied in many studies [19,20], this effect is still not clear for gas absorption processes,
and more evaluation is still needed. In our previous studies [21,22], we considered that all
membrane surfaces were active for the reaction based on the aforementioned studies [17,18].
According to our previous studies, at high MEA concentrations (higher than 2 mol/L and
especially for 4 mol/L) and low porosity membranes, the assumption of a thin film of a
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saturated MEA layer at the reaction interface was found to be lacking. Simulation results
considerably deviated from the experimental results. Comite et al. [23] observed a very
similar trend when they used a membrane with a high porosity of 60%. Although they
considered the effect of amine reaction products on the CO2 absorption flux, the effects of
the membrane surface porosity and pore size were also neglected.

In this study, we systematically considered the membrane surface porosity and pore
size effects on the CO2 gas absorption flux. In previously reported papers, all the membrane
surfaces were considered active areas for reaction. In the current study, we tried to fulfill
the gas–liquid membrane contacting simulation without considering the assumption of
covering thin film over the pores. Our simulation results, without using any fitting pa-
rameters, show that at high MEA concentration, membrane surface pore size and porosity
play key roles in determining the absorption flux. Simulation results were compared with
experimental results obtained in our previous study [21,22]. The agreement between the
simulation and experimental results was satisfactory.

2. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) Simulation in Reactive Mode

In this study, a 3D model was established using the commercial software package
COMSOL Multiphysics 5.4 to assess the effects of the membrane surface pore size and
porosity on the CO2 absorption into MEA solution. Since many experimental and simula-
tion studies [23–25] were performed on CO2 absorption into the MEA solution, this system
was selected for more reliable access to the established physical properties and previous
experimental results published, including the authors’ [22]. This led to more dependable
simulation results with less deviation from the experimental data. Generally, an HFMC
configuration usually comprises several hollow fibers, each performing independently.
Therefore, investigating a single fiber performance can be sufficient to predict the perfor-
mance of the whole HFMC module [23,24,26,27]. The proposed model is based on the
assumption of non-wetted mode, where the CO2 gas completely fills the membrane pores.
In this model, the CO2 was fed into the shell side of the HFMC, while the MEA solution
went through the lumen. Due to the non-wetted assumption, the contact between the two
fluids only occurred over the membrane pores surface within the lumen side, as shown in
Figures 1 and 2. In the simulation, the CO2 was transported from the shell to the lumen
side through tiny cylinders representing the membrane pores. The effects of the membrane
surface pore size and porosity on the CO2 absorption flux at the interface of the MEA and
CO2 were numerically evaluated.
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Figure 2. A schematic diagram of the feed flow in a hollow fiber membrane; The cylinders represent
the membrane pores in the model extended in the membrane thickness.

2.1. Simulation Assumptions

The main simulation assumptions are summarized as follows:

- Feed gas on the shell side is pure CO2 to simplify the mass transfer resistance on
the gas side. Otherwise, gas phase resistance becomes important, and the whole
membrane with tortuosity and pore size should be considered, which is practically
impossible to run, even with a supercomputer.

- Laminar and a steady-state hydrodynamically fully developed MEA solution is consid-
ered for feed flow. Although this assumption might not be ideal for the entrance length,
it is the most suitable assumption. Otherwise, it would take too much processing time
and power without much change in results.

- Isothermal feed flow all over the module.
- A very smooth wall (no-slip condition at the wall).
- Gravity effects are neglected in this simulation as evident in previous studies [28–30].
- Henry’s law was applied to calculate the CO2 concentration at the interface of the

gas–liquid contact at the mouth of the pores (i.e., thermodynamic equilibrium state).
- The non-wetted mode was assumed, indicating that the pores are filled with CO2 with

no absorbent entry into the pores.
- The reaction between CO2 and the MEA is very fast (instantaneous), as the reaction

parameters satisfied the instantaneous reaction regime conditions, as can be seen in [22].
- Axis symmetry condition is assumed at the hollow fiber axis.

2.2. Governing Equations

Based on the previous assumptions, the steady-state material balance equations can
be expressed as follows [18]:

DCO2

(
∂2CCO2

∂r2 +
1
r

∂CCO2

∂r

)
− uz

∂CCO2

∂z
− k CCO2 CMEA = 0 (1)

DMEA

(
∂2CMEA

∂r2 +
1
r

∂CMEA
∂r

)
− uz

∂CMEA
∂z

− 2 k CCO2 CMEA = 0 (2)

where D presents the species diffusivity (m2/s), C is the species concentration (mole/m3),
and k is the reaction rate coefficient [m3/mol·s]. The CO2 concentration (mol/m3) inside
the absorbent at the pores surfaces mouths is calculated by Equation (3):

CCO2 = PCO2 ·HCO2 (3)
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where P represents the CO2 pressure (atm), and H is Henry’s constant (mol/m3·atm).
The velocity distribution for the MEA, u(r), can be estimated as a flow in a circular

pipe using Equation (4) [31].

u(r) = umax

(
1−

( r
R

)2
)

(4)

where r is the radius (m), R is the fiber inner radius (m), and umax (m/s) is the maximum
liquid velocity in the membrane lumen, which can be obtained by dividing the liquid flow
rate by the area of the lumen of the HFMC.

The reaction between the gas and the MEA, which is assumed to occur at the lumen
side and be instantaneous, can be expressed using Equation (5). The reaction rate constant
of the reaction reported by Hikita et al. [32] was used in the simulation (5.92 m3/mol. s
at 25 ◦C):

CO2 + 2RNH2 ↔ RNHCOO− + RNH+
3 (5)

rate =
−dCCO2

dt
= −

(
1
2

)(
−dCMEA

dt

)
= k CCO2 CMEA (6)

Table 1 summarizes the different physical properties that are used in this simulation,
considering the effect of amine products on the physical properties of the MEA solution [22].

Table 1. Physical properties at different MEA concentrations.

MEA Concentration (M) 1 2 3 4

DCO2 (m2/s) 1.66× 10−9 1.397× 10−9 1.17× 10−9 9.49× 10−10

DMEA (m2/s) 9.45× 10−10 7.96× 10−10 6.68× 10−10 5.41× 10−10

HCO2 (mol/m3·kPa) 0.217 0.135 0.1385 0.142
k (m3/mol·s) 5.92

The CO2 absorption flux (J) (mol/m2. s) can be estimated using Equation (7) [25],
assuming instantaneous reaction, thus no CO2 in the MEA outflow.

JCO2 = 1
2πRL

(
1
2

[∫ R
0 2πru(r)(CMEA−inlet − (CMEA−inter f ace(r))z=L)dr

+2
∫ R

0 2πru(r)(Cco2−inter f ace(r))z=Ldr
]) (7)

For the simulation, the following boundary conditions were used:

- Zero CO2 concentration is assumed at the hollow fiber inlet with the MEA concentra-
tion equal to the feed concentration.

- CO2 concentration is calculated using Equation (3) with no MEA flux at the pore mouths.
- Outflow condition is also considered at the fiber outlet.
- The rest of the membrane surfaces are considered walls with no-slip conditions.

2.3. Simulation Time Reduction

Firstly, to reduce the simulation time while maintaining an acceptable level of accuracy,
several cuts of hollow fiber were created with different angles, as shown in Figure 3. The
chosen angles were 90◦, 45◦, 27◦, 9◦, and 2.5◦. Additionally, several fiber lengths ranging
from 100 microns up to 7200 microns were investigated. As described in Table 2, HFMC
absorption flux with a very short length was calculated to evaluate the effect of cutting
angle. Later on, calculations for longer lengths of the HFMC were performed, and the
results were extrapolated for the full length of the fiber. The extrapolated results were
then compared to the experimental results as will be shown in the following section of the
manuscript. The main used input parameters are summarized in Table 3. The absorption
flux was estimated for each case and is shown in Table 3.
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Table 2. Absorption flux simulation values at different angle cuts and lengths.

Fiber Length (µm)

Cutting Angle (◦) 90 45 27 9 2.5

Absorption Flux (mol/m2·s)

100 0.932 0.931 0.931 0.930 0.930
300 0.392 0.392 0.390 0.390 0.389
600 - 0.260 0.259 0.258 0.258
900 - - 0.24 0.24 0.24

1800 - - - 0.199 0.198
3600 - - - 0.174 0.174
7200 - - - - 0.161

Table 3. Main input parameters for the mesh dependency test.

MEA Concentration
(mol/L)

Absorbent Velocity
(m/s) Pore Size (µm) Surface Porosity

2 0.25 0.1 1%

As shown in Table 3, the hollow fiber cutting angle seems to have a negligible effect
on the CO2 absorption flux simulated values at different lengths, with a maximum error of
about 0.8%. Therefore, a 2.5◦ angle was used to expedite the simulation process. The results
were extended over the whole fiber to decrease the simulation time. As it is clear from
Table 3, the CO2 absorption flux is extraordinarily high at the entrance of the membrane,
and it sharply decreases by increasing the membrane length. This is because, at the entrance,
no layer was yet formed across the membrane surface to decrease the diffusion rate, hence
decreasing the flux.

2.4. Mesh Dependency Test

A mesh dependency test was performed to determine the proper mesh size for the
required simulation. Four fibers with a length of 1 mm and 2.5◦ cut and different mesh
sizes from 430,327 elements to 2,958,891 elements were investigated. The absorption flux
and MEA concentration profile at the fiber outlet were estimated for each case. The mesh
dependency test results are shown in Figure 4. Considering the absorption flux (Figure 4a),
the error between the mesh with 1,427,212 elements and the finer mesh with 2,958,891
elements is about 4.5%. Therefore, this mesh size (1,427,212 elements) was chosen for
completing the results, thus allowing for faster calculations while maintaining reasonable
accuracy. The difference in the MEA profile for different mesh sizes was completely
negligible for all mesh sizes as shown in Figure 4b. Although not shown here, the MEA
concentration profile in this study is very similar to our previous MEA concentration
profile [22].
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Simulation Validation

Instead of actually simulating the absorption flux in the full length of the hollow fiber,
which would have needed too many calculations, memory, computing power, and time,
another approach was chosen to estimate the CO2 absorption flux. The absorption flux of
several hollow fibers with different short lengths was calculated. Then, the calculated CO2
absorption flux was used to calculate the coefficients of a mathematical function that could
be used to present the relation between the actual hollow fiber length in the experimental
condition and the calculated absorption flux. This function was then used to extrapolate
the absorption flux of the actual length, and the estimated results were then compared
to experimental results in our previous studies. The simulation results of the absorption
flux at different fiber lengths for different MEA concentrations are shown in Figure 5. By
increasing the fiber length, the CO2 absorption flux was noticed to sharply decrease at
first, and then its change became almost flat. We think the initial extraordinarily high CO2
absorption flux is due to the non-fully developed MEA concentration boundary layer at
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the membrane entrance. By increasing the length, the flow regime became fully developed,
and the concentration boundary layer formed, thus decreasing the CO2 contact with a fresh,
non-saturated MEA solution. Subsequently, the CO2 absorption flux sharply decreased.
Based on the results in Figure 5, for more than 1000 µm of the hollow fiber length, the trend
of the CO2 absorption flux becomes almost linear in the logarithmic figure. The trendline
for the relationship between the fiber length and the absorption fluxes was noticed to be
similar to an algorithmic relation (y = A + B * ln(x)). Thus, the curve-fitting technique was
used to estimate the function coefficients A and B values at different MEA concentrations.
These values were calculated and are tabulated in Table 4.
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Figure 5. The estimated absorption flux at different fiber lengths for four different MEA concentra-
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Table 4. Algorithmic function coefficients for different MEA concentrations.

MEA Concentration (mol/L) 1 2 3 4

A 0.2634 0.5194 0.7055 0.8807
B −0.04652 −0.09283 −0.1269 −0.1592

Kumar et al. [26] found that when a physical absorption was applied for HFMC, by
increasing the absorbent inlet velocity from 0.1 to 0.5 m/s, the effect of the membrane
length on the local CO2 absorption flux decreased sharply. At an inlet velocity of 0.5 m/s,
no considerable change was noticed in the local CO2 absorption flux over the length of the
HFMC. It was reported by Shirazian et al. [12] that when a fast reaction occurs between
CO2 and the chemical absorbent, the CO2 removal efficiency does not change with the
membrane length very much. By decreasing the reaction rate, the membrane length effect
becomes considerable. Since MEA was used for CO2 absorption in our study, and the
reaction rate for CO2 in MEA is instantaneous, extrapolating the CO2 absorption flux over
the hollow fiber membrane length looks reasonable. Although not shown here, as it is still
under current investigation, the calculation time and memory were considerably decreased
when a different software was used to make the HFMC simulation, and the results were
then exported to Comsol. Then, we were able to extend our calculation to nearly 15 cm
length of the fiber (15 times longer than the current calculation). The new simulation and
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calculation results showed similar results to the current calculation and extrapolation that
was performed here with less than 8% error.

Using the estimated relation, the absorption flux was estimated under the same condi-
tions as the previous experimental results, and the simulation results were compared to
the actual experimental results of Rajabzadeh et al. [22]. The comparison results are shown
in Figure 6. The simulation results show an acceptable agreement with the experimental
results in all ranges of the studied MEA concentration, with a maximum error of less
than 20%, which validates the proposed simulation. This agreement becomes clearer at
high MEA concentration (4 mol/L). Comparing our current calculation with that of the
calculation we performed in our previous work with all surfaces as active layers available
for reaction shows that the current calculation considering the pore size and porosity shows
much better agreement with experimental results. Thus, it can be concluded that the
simulation and the curve fitting techniques used could estimate the CO2 absorption flux of
the membrane contactor with an acceptable degree of accuracy. It is worth mentioning that
the effect of the amine reaction products is already included in our previous simulation.
Therefore, we firmly believe that changing the CO2 absorption flux, especially at a high
MEA concentration (4 mol/L), is related to the effect of membrane surface porosity.
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Figure 6. Comparing the simulation results in the current study with that of the experimental results
and simulation without considering the effect of the membrane surface porosity [22]; fiber length of
27 cm, a pore diameter of 0.2 µm, and an MEA average velocity of 0.25 m/s.

Figure 7 shows the CO2 concentration distribution contours over the membrane
pores at two different MEA concentrations of 1 and 4 mol/L. It is noteworthy that by
increasing the absorbent concentration, the CO2 concentration around the pores decreases.
It approaches the saturation concentration just at the mouth of the pores, and the chance
for CO2 to diffuse around the pores sharply decreases. This is because the reaction rate of
the MEA with CO2 considerably increases. On the other hand, at low MEA concentrations,
the CO2 finds the chance to diffuse around the pores. Therefore, there is a chance to make
a saturated CO2-absorbed layer over the pores which covers the membrane surface, thus
making the membrane structure effect negligible.
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3.2. Effect of Average Absorbent Velocity

In order to further verify our developed simulation, we tried to compare our simulation
results with that of the experimental results [22] when the average absorbent velocity is
changed. The results are shown in Figure 8. As can be clearly seen, the simulation results
are in good agreement with the experimental results. Hence, this confirms the ability of
the simulation and extrapolating techniques to estimate the CO2 absorption flux of the
membrane contactor with an acceptable degree of accuracy.
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Figure 9 presents the CO2 concentration distribution contours over the membrane
pores at two different inlet absorbent velocities. As can be seen, by increasing the absorbent
flow rate, the CO2 concentration around the pores decreases. The CO2 concentration
approaches the saturation concentration just at the mouth of the pores, and the chance for
CO2 to diffuse around the pores decreases sharply. By increasing the absorbent velocity, the
thickness of the concentration boundary layer of MEA at the membrane surface decreases,
and the CO2 reaction rate increases since the chance of contacting CO2 with fresh MEA
increases. Contrary to the high absorbent average velocity, CO2 finds the chance to diffuse
slightly more around the pores at a low absorbent velocity. This condition increases the
chance of making a saturated CO2-absorbed layer on the pores covering the membrane
surface, decreasing the effect of the membrane structure. However, this effect is not as clear
as changing the absorbent concentration.
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3.3. The Effect of Changing the Porosity and Pore Size

The model was then used to study the effect of the membrane porosity and pore
size on the CO2 absorption flux at four different MEA solution concentrations. The pore
size increased from 0.05 µm to 0.2 µm while keeping the number of pores the same, thus,
increasing the surface porosity with the increase in pore size. The simulation results are
shown in Figure 10. Increasing the surface porosity by increasing the membrane surface
pore size was found to significantly enhance the CO2 absorption flux, as shown in Figure 10.
Increasing CO2 absorption flux by increasing the surface porosity is entirely plausible since
it provides a higher chance of contact between CO2 and MEA and results in higher CO2
absorption flux. When the chemical reaction is used for HFMC gas absorption at low
surface porosity at the interface, it is the absorption-controlling step.
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pores was kept constant, and the pore size varied from 0.05 µm to 0.2 µm.

The effect of the membrane pore size on the CO2 absorption flux at a fixed surface
porosity of 1% was evaluated by changing the pore size diameter with changing the number
of pores to keep the porosity fixed at 1%. Figure 11 shows the effect of the membrane
surface pore size on the CO2 absorption flux at fixed surface porosity for two different pore
sizes of 0.1 µm and 0.2 µm. Additionally, Figure 12 presents the flux contours around the
pores for two different pore sizes, namely 0.1 and 0.2 microns. It should be mentioned here
that the number of pores in the simulation increases exponentially by decreasing the pore
diameter. In this study, when the pore size is decreased to 0.05 µm, the calculation time and
needed memory are increased exponentially. Thus, we could not perform the calculation
for 0.05 µm pore size, as it was far beyond our workstation capabilities. Surprisingly, we
can see that membranes with a smaller pore size showed a higher gas absorption flux. This
trend sounds interesting because it is strongly in line with our raised hypothesis that when
the pore size is large, the possibility of forming the thin film layer of MEA with dissolved
CO2 near the pore mouth increases. When this layer forms, the CO2 cannot contact fresh
MEA, and the reaction rate and CO2 absorption flux decrease. On the other hand, when the
pore size is small, the chance for CO2 to diffuse around the pore mouth and make a thin
layer decreases as soon as CO2 exits from the pore and contacts the fresh MEA. Therefore,
the reaction rate and CO2 absorption flux increase. This phenomenon is schematically
shown in Figure 1. It can be concluded that using a membrane with a small pore size at
a fixed surface porosity is much more beneficial for the CO2 absorption flux. However,
fabrication costs would probably increase. A future economic study is required to estimate
the optimal pore size which can achieve high performance at a reasonable cost.
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4. Conclusions and Future Work

A numerical simulation was established to simulate the absorption of CO2 into MEA
within hollow fiber membrane contactor modules. The simulation was used to establish a
relationship between the absorption flux and the fiber length, which was used to estimate
the CO2 absorption flux at long hollow fibers. The simulation results were validated using
experimental data from our previously published paper. The simulation results were in
good agreement with the experimental results with a maximum error of less than 20%. The
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validated simulation was then used to investigate the effects of the absorbent inlet velocity
and concentration and membrane surface pore size and porosity at the liquid–gas interface
on the CO2 absorption flux and the CO2 concentration profiles. Using high absorbent
velocity, MEA concentration, porosity, and small pore size at a fixed-surface porosity was
beneficial for obtaining high CO2 absorption flux. The CO2 concentration contours showed
that by using high absorbent velocity, MEA concentration, low porosity, and small pore size
at a fixed surface porosity, the CO2 concentration is limited just to the mouth of the pores
of the membrane. In this situation, the possibility of CO2 diffusion around the mouth of
the pore decreases, and the CO2 absorption flux increases. Although it needs more detailed
investigations, the established simulation showed the potential to be efficiently utilized to
study the absorption phenomenon within the membrane contactors.

Future investigations regarding the model may include a full parametric investigation
to study the limits of the proposed model and the effects of changing the pore size and
porosity of the membrane on the model results compared to the experimental results.
Using the same model for other absorption pairs is also an important study. Applying
the fitting over long hollow fiber lengths is also in the works. The effect of impurities in
the CO2 stream should also be investigated, as it may block the membrane pores which
may decrease the absorption flux and affect the module performance. Additionally, the
effects of long-term operation on the module performance are a very vital parameter for
practical applications.
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